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First Color Tiles
For more information, ideas and inspiration
and to view a video, please visit
www.roylco.com/product/R15676.
Introduce young children to the ancient art of
mosaic making with our brightly colored tiles!
Each square features an easily-recognizable
image that relates to one of six colors.
Use these sturdy tiles in activity stations as
patterning and sorting manipulatives!
Technique: Separate the die-cut mosaic squares
from one another. Using small amounts of liquid
glue or a glue stick, adhere the tiles to a sheet of
craft paper to create new patterns and pictures.
Ideas: Encourage sorting skills! Ask students to
sort the tiles by color, theme or any category you
can think of!
Develop pre-math skills by asking students to
make patterns by color, image or theme with the
tiles.
Play Concentration! Place pairs of tiles
randomly face down on a table. For an easy
game, start with five pairs of matching cards. As
students develop their concentration skills, add
more pairs of cards. Ask student to take turns
flipping any two tiles face up and trying to find
matching tiles. Build memory and attention span
with this fun game.
Practice letters with students by showing them
a tile. Ask students what the image is. If they
identify a banana, ask the students what letter
the word “banana” starts with.
Exercise fine motor and pre-writing skills by
asking students to color in the white border of
tiles with their favorite color. Alternatively, ask
students to trace around the shape of the
different images.
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